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1. Introduction 

The introduction of endovascular stent-graft repair for aortic aneurysm has engendered 
considerable enthusiasm and interest from vascular specialist. With progressive 
improvement in imaging, clinical experience, and stent-graft design, and the use of adjuvant 
procedures, a substantial number of patients are now candidates for endovascular repair of 
an aortic aneurysm. Endoluminal aneurysm repair, however, currently is at a critical point. 
Unquestionably, endoluminal aneurysm repair can reduce substantially the need for 
intensive care and length of hospital stay, and survival is reportedly improved when 
compared with open repair. Although the use of stent-grafts for the treatment of thoracic 
and abdominal aneurysms has increased dramatically there is little midterm or long-term 
proof of its efficacy. Endovascular aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR trial participants, 2005) has 
an initial postoperative benefit versus open AAA repair as a result of decreased early 
morbidity and mortality (EVAR trial participants. 2005; Lederle et al., 2007). However, as 
shown in EVAR trial 1 (EVAR trial participants, 2005), stent-graft-related complications are 
observed in approximately 40% of patients within 4 years after EVAR, resulting in a 20% 
reintervention rate to reduce the ongoing rupture risk. Persistent blood flow into the 
aneurysm sac and outside the graft lumen (endoleak) represents the most frequent 
complication after EVAR and is considered a procedural failure, since it is associated with 
aneurysm enlargement and possible rupture. The reported incidence of endoleaks ranges 
from 10% to 45%, and lifelong surveillance is required for early detection and treatment. 
As with the entire field of endovascular surgery, imaging techniques and recommendations 
regarding their use are changing rapidly. Only long-term follow-up data determine which 
methods will become standard. Currently, the imaging modalities best suited to achieve the 
above goals are plain film radiographs of the abdomen (chest) and CT angiography with 
specialized 3D reconstruction protocols (Fig. 1). In centers of excellence, color or power-
Doppler ultrasound is a useful adjunctive modality and ultimately may decrease the 
required frequency of more expensive studies such as CT. The modalities for postoperative 
imaging of endoleak may be surrogate or direct (May et al., 2005). The surrogate modalities 
include plain abdominal x-ray and measurement of AAA diameter by B-mode ultrasound or 
CT. Because the majority of endografts have a radio-opaque metallic frame, a plain 
abdominal x-ray is a useful investigation (Fig. 2). It may demonstrate faulty fixation more 
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clearly and earlier than contrast CT, and it may lead to the detection of endoleaks. The 
accuracy of detecting migration can be improved by following a protocol of performing A-P, 
lateral, and oblique views at the level of the umbilicus. Studies have confirmed that the 
presence of an endoleak is usually associated with an increase in the size of the aneurysm 
sac. Measurement of AAA diameter by B-mode ultrasound can therefore be used as a 
surrogate method of detecting endoleaks. CT may also be used for a similar purpose, with 
the option of monitoring an increase in volume of the sac in addition to the diameter of the 
sac. The direct methods of imaging for endoleaks include CDU, contrast-enhanced CT, and 
angiography. Contrast-enhanced CT has been accepted as the gold standard for detecting 
the presence of an endoleak. Once an endoleak has been detected, however, carefully 
planned arteriography is more useful in characterizing the origin and nature of the 
endoleak. CDU has the advantage of imaging type II endoleaks in real time, as distinct from 
contrast CT and arteriography, both of which have to ray on accurate timing to image the 
contrast arriving in the sac via collateral circulation (Prinssen, 2004). 
 

 

Fig. 1. CT angiography with 3D reconstruction. Left: Excluder bifurcated endoprosthesis 
(W.L. Gore and Associates Inc, Flagstaff, Ariz). Right: Talent aortouniiliac endoprosthesis 
(Medtronic Ave, St. Rosa, Cal), left common iliac occluder and femoro-femoral crossover 
bypass. 

The goals of postprocedural imaging are to confirm and redocument the appropriate 
placement of the stent-graft, to assess better the effectiveness of the stent-graft in initially 
excluding the AAA (detecting flow in the sac), to follow the long-term fate and size of the 
AAA sac and ensure its stability, to detect remote stent-graft failure (structural or 
functional) and to better characterize and possibly treat any endoleaks. Increase in 
aneurysm size after EVAR is associated with an increased risk of AAA rupture and may 
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require reintervention or conversion to open repair to prevent AAA rupture. Imaging 
evaluation should be able to show aneurismal size, changes in aneurysm size, position of 
stent-graft, evidence of change in position of the endoprosthesis, structural integrity of the 
device, endoleaks and change in the characteristics of the endoleak. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Plain abdominal x-ray. Left: Anaconda bifurcated endoprosthesis (Vascutek Inc., a 
Terumo Company, Renfrewshire, Scotland, UK). Right: Zenith bifurcated endoprosthesis 
(Cook Medical Inc., Bloomington, Ind). 

2. Endoleak after EVAR 

In addition to preoperative imaging, adequate surveillance imaging modalities capable of 
detecting complications and treatment effects, are necessary. Follow-up imaging is directed 
toward repeated assessment of the aneurysm size, detection of endoleaks, and monitoring of 
the structural and positional integrity of the stent-graft. 
An endoleak is a condition associated with endovascular stent-grafts, defined by persistent 
blood flow outside the lumen of the stent-graft but within the aneurysm sac or adjacent 
vascular segment being treated by the stent-graft. Endoleaks are usually associated with 
nonregresion or even expansion of the AAA. An endoleak is evidence of incomplete 
exclusion of the aneurysm from the circulation. There is evidence that an endoleak may 
resolve spontaneously, but a proportion of those that do persist are associated with late 
aneurysm rupture. Although intrasac pressure may approach systemical arterial pressure in 
the presence of an endoleak, some type II endoleaks have been associated with a decrease in 
aneurysm volume and intrasac pressures that are substantially less than systemic pressures 
(Van Sambeek, 2004). With or without an endoleak, an aneurysm that does not decrease size 
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during follow-up cannot be considered to be adequately treated. Under these conditions, 
regular monitoring is required until definitive exclusion of the AAA is achieved. An 
endoleak can be classified according to the time of occurrence. An endoleak first observed 
during the perioperative (<30 days) period is defined as a “primary endoleak”, and 
detection thereafter is termed a “secondary endoleak”. Further categorization requires 
precise information regarding the course of the blood flow into the aneurysm sac (Table 1). 
CDU could enable a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying some endoleaks 
and may provide more precise analysis in cases involving endoleaks due to collateral 
recirculation. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Left: CT angiography with 3D reconstruction. Endurant bifurcated endoprosthesis 
(Medtronic Ave, St. Rosa, Cal) with a type II endoleak originated from the inferior 
mesenteric artery, yellow arrow. Right: Arteriography. Anaconda bifurcated endoprosthesis 
(Vascutek Inc., a Terumo Company, Renfrewshire, Scotland, UK) with a type II endoleak 
originated from a left lumbar artery. 

A type I endoleak is indicative of a persistent perigraft channel of blood flow caused by 
inadequate seal at either the proximal (Ia) or distal (Ib) stent-graft end or attachment zones. 
In the case of an aorto-mono-iliac prosthesis, a type I endoleak may also refer to blood flow 
around an iliac occlude plug (Ic). A type II endoleak is attributed to retrograde flow from 
the inferior mesenteric artery (IIa), lumbar arteries (IIb), or other collateral vessels (Fig. 3). 
Origin and outflow sources of a type II endoleak could be specified, such as lumbar-lumbar, 
lumbar-inferior mesenteric artery (IMA), accessory renal-lumbar/IMA, hypogastric-
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lumbar/IMA, or undefined. It should be emphasized that any connection with a proximal or 
distal attachment zone will classify the endoleak as a type I endoleak. Flow hemodynamics 
of type II endoleaks affect the endoleak´s persistence and treatment outcome. Therefore, a 
new, more detailed classification of leaks, particularly type II endoleak, is required that is 
based on Doppler waveforms and flow velocities (Fig. 4). 
A type III endoleak is caused by a component disconnection (IIIa) or fabric tear, fabric 
disruption, or graft disintegration (IIIb). Type IIIb endoleak can be further stratified as 
minor (<2mm) or major (>2mm). A type IV endoleak is caused by blood flow through an 
intact but otherwise porous fabric, observed during the first 30 days after stent-graft 
implantation. This definition is not applicable to fabric-related endoleaks observed after the 
first 30-day period. Type V endoleaks are those in which bloodflow can be visualized within 
the aneurysm sac but the source cannot be identified. If an endoleak is visualized in imaging 
studies but the precise source cannot be determined, the endoleak is categorized as an 
endoleak of undefined origin. It is recognized that an AAA can continue to enlarge after 
endovascular repair, even in the absence of a detectable endoleak, and that this enlargement 
may lead to aneurysm rupture. This phenomenon is currently defined as “endotension”. 
Explanations for persistent or recurrent pressurization of an aneurysm sac include blood 
flow that is below the sensitivity limits of detection with current imaging modalities or 
pressure transmission through thrombus or stent-graft material. 
 

Type Cause of perigraft flow 
I Inadequate seal at proximal end of endograft 

Inadequate seal at distal end of endograft 
Inadequate seal at iliac occluder plug 

II Flow from a collateral vessel (lumbar, IMA, accessory renal, hypogastric) 
without attachment site connection. 

III Flow from a modular disconnection 
Flow from an inadequate seal at modular junction 
Flow from a fabric disruption 

IV Flow from porous fabric (less than 30 days after graft placement) 
V Flow visualized but source unidentified 

Table 1. Classification of endoleak. Modified from Chaikof et al., 2002. 

The origins of the endoleaks were also correctly identified with duplex. Sac refilling by a 
lumbar artery or the IMA is readily visualized by color coding, which also determines flow 
direction. It is then relatively easy to differentiate a type I proximal endoleak from a type II 
endoleak. One difficulty, however, remains with distal attachment sites where reverse flow 
can also be demonstrated without aneurysm sac reperfusion and be labeled as a distal type I 
endoleak. CDU appears to be an excellent tool for the evaluation of high-flow endoleaks 
within the aneurysm sac; however, it appears limited in making the distinction between 
type I and type III endoleaks. 

3. Ultrasound surveillance after endovascular aneurysm repair 

The most reliable diagnostic alternative to CTA in post-EVAR life-long surveillance is still 
heavily debated. CDU imaging is routinely used in vascular screenings because it is easy to 
perform, inexpensive, portable, safe, and widely available. This technique performs poorly 
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in endoleak detection, with high false-negative and false-positive results, principally due to 
echo reflection by the metallic portion of stent-graft, presence of calcifications, meteorism, 
obesity, and slow endoleak flow, which does not allow distinction of color signals coming 
from vessel walls and surrounding tissue from those derived from corpuscular hematic 
components. 
The use of CDU as the preferred imaging modality in the follow-up of patients can reduce 
the biologic hazards associated with CT angiography (Carrafiello et al., 2008). The EVAR 
procedure and lifelong annual CT follow-up carry a substantial ionizing radiation burden. 
Patients receive a total effective dose of approximately 60mSv within the first year after 
EVAR, taking into account procedure-related fluoroscopy and follow-up CT angiography. 
The mean effective dose of CT angiography for EVAR follow-up is approximately 15 mSv. 
The stochastic risk of a fatal radiation-induced tumor is estimated to be 5%/Sv radiation. 
Therefore, the risk of cancer induction of one CT angiography procedure is approximately 1 
in 1,500 (International Commission on Radiological Protection, 2007), indicating the 
relevance of reliable alternatives to annual CT angiography for post-EVAR follow-up, 
particularly in younger patients. Second, CT angiography requires the administration of 
iodinated contrast agents, which are associated with nephrotoxic effects. Renal dysfunction 
is a comorbidity found in 80% of patients with aneurysms, and is the most important risk 
factor for contrast agent-induced nephrotoxicity. No major side effects, including 
nephrotoxic effects, have been reported for ultrasound contrast agents, which favors the use 
of contrast enhanced untrasound (CEUS) for post-EVAR follow-up. 
The advantages of duplex ultrasound in the follow-up of patients with aortic endografts 
include the ability to collect accurate residual aortic sac diameter measurements serially 
over time. It is a very sensitive method for endoleak detection with adequate time and 
when a protocol is used. Ultrasound can often identify the source for endoleak 
classification and can readily evaluate for limb dysfunction or any other hemodynamic 
impairment. It is inexpensive and reproducible and requires no contrast and there may be 
an additive effect of CT with ultrasound in the follow-up of patients with these devices 
placed. The disadvantages of using duplex ultrasound may be the time commitment 
involved in a busy vascular laboratory. Additionally, there is a need for high-resolution 
equipment for the adequate performance of this examination. It is a technically 
challenging, subjective study that is highly dependent on the examiner and interpreter but 
it can be a valuable tool in the assessment of patients with aortic endografts. Ultrasound 
data are often influenced by the ability of the technologist as well as the quality of the 
equipment available. Therefore the results obtained with ultrasounds are much harder to 
reproduce from center to center, while CT can be easily standardized using a 
reproductible protocol for obtaining the scan. Unfortunately, interrogation of aortic 
endografts by either methodology can be challenging, with many subtleties to the images 
obtained. As a result, the best methodology for surveillance may not be one or the other, 
but a combination of the two. The unique ability of ultrasound to look at flow allows 
interrogation of the residual aneurysm sac around the endograft in ways that are likely 
not possible using conventional CT scans. The important aspects of endograft surveillance 
are the detection of endoleaks, changes in the endograft limbs, routine measurement of 
maximum aneurysm size and device migration. 
The benefits of CT scan as an imaging modality compared with CDU imaging include that 
it is highly reproducible, less influenced by body habitus and offers faster image 
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acquisition. However, among the limitations of CT scans is repeated radiation exposure, 
potential contrast-related complications, including allergy and renal insufficiency, and 
high cost. CDU imaging is more accurate than CT in detecting problems that threaten 
graft patency, such as migration, kinking, and stenosis. Color-flow images give 
physiologic as well as anatomic information that CT does not. CDU imaging accurately 
predicted all seven cases where graft patency appeared threatened. The ability to quantify 
and compare serial examination in a cost-effective, contrast-free, and radiation-safe 
manner suggests that CDU imaging should be the gold standard for EVAR limb patency 
follow-up. CDU imaging can almost always accurately determine if structural defects are 
causing a flow-related problem and graft migration. The safety of routine triphasic CT 
scanning for all patients undergoing follow-up post EVAR must be questioned. Although 
late type II endoleaks are more likely to be picked up in the delayed post-contrast phase, 
there is little evidence to suggest that this translates to a clinically significant advantage, 
in a group of patients in whom most aneurysms remain stable or shrink following 
treatment. Beeman et al. (2009), showed that cost savings is substantial when CDU 
imaging alone is used for midterm follow-up vs the accepted approach that required 
multiple CT scans. Bendick et al. (2003a), reported that eliminating CT as a surveillance 
tool after EVAR would represent a 3-year cost savings of >$16,000 per patient. In fact, new 
surveillance paradigms have already been suggested to reduce the charges associated 
with EVAR. Kim et al. (2008), estimated that current reimbursement for long-term EVAR 
surveillance and secondary procedures using traditional protocols average a net loss of 
$2,235 per patient. 
A systematic review by Sun in 2006 was undertaken to investigate the diagnostic value of 

CDU compared with CT angiography for the detection of endoleaks and measurement of 

the aneurysm sac (the most commonly used criteria to assess the success of endovascular 

AAA repair). Twenty-one studies met the criteria and were included for analysis. The 

results are showed in table 2. The sensitivity in the detection of endoleaks was significantly 

improved with contrast material-enhanced CDU compared with unenhanced CDU; 

however, no significant difference was found regarding the specificity, PPV, NPV, and 

accuracy between unenhanced and enhanced CDU. CDU was insensitive in measurement of 

aneurysm diameter compared with CT angiography in most situations. These results 

showed that CDU has not reached the diagnostic accuracy necessary to be a reliable 

alternative to CT angiography in the follow-up of endovascular AAA repair. 

Iezzi et al. (2009), in the only prospective study to address this issue, shows CEUS imaging 
significantly improves the diagnostic performance of CDU imaging in endoleak detection in 
patients with endovascular aortic stent-grafts. Reported no significant difference in 
sensitivity for endoleak detection between analysis of arterial phase image alone, 
unenhanced and arterial phase images, and arterial and delayed phase images, after the 
initial follow-up at 1 month. Its sensitivity and negative predictive value are similar to 
multislice CTA (97.5% and 97.3%, respectively), and its specificity and accuracy are 
satisfactory (81.8% and 89.3%) but not ideal because the false-positive rate is nearly 10%. 
These findings support previous studies evaluating aortic stent-grafts by CEUS imaging vs 
CTA, where sensitivity for endoleak detection was 50% to 100%, with many false-positive 
results. Furthermore, CEUS imaging seems to be more sensitive than CTA in diagnosing 
low-flow endoleaks, CTA failure may have resulted from shorter imaging duration than 
with CEUS imaging. 
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Sensitivity

 
Specificity 

 
PPV 

 
NPV 

 
Accuracy 

Unenhanced CDU 66% 
(52%-81%) 

93% 
(89%-97%) 

76% 
(65%-
87%) 

90% 
(86%-95%) 

91% 
(86%-97%) 

Enhanced CDU 81% 
(52%-100%)

82% 
(68%-97%) 

58% 
(26%-
90%) 

95% 
(87%100%) 

98% 
(91%-100%) 

CT angiography 97.5% 
(61-100%) 

81.8% 
(73-100%) 

96.5% 
(56-98%)

97.3% 
(71-100%) 

89.3% 
(92-100%) 

Table 2. CDU compared with CT angiography (Sun, 2006; Iezzi 2009). PPV: positive 
predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value. 

Type 2 endoleaks are the most common endoleak following EVAR. Arko et al. reported 
that type 2 endoleaks intrasac flow velocities (IFV) <80 cm/second were likely to resolve 
without treatment and that those with velocities >100 cm/second were related to large 
branch vessel diameter and multiple endoleaks. They also suggested that higher velocity 
endoleaks were more resistant to transarterial embolization. Beeman et al. in 2010, found 
that IFV did not correlate with likelihood of closure of type 2 endoleaks, nor did high IFV 
predict sac enlargement. In addition, the velocity and multiplicity of type 2 endoleaks was 
not additive for AAA sac expansion. In other words, those with multiple branch 
endoleaks did not have higher velocities and, therefore, a greater chance at sac expansion 
post-EVAR. 
 

 

Fig. 4. An example of a type II endoleak as demonstrated on CTA. Intravenous contrast is 
seen outside stent-graft and within aneurysm sac. This was shown to originate from the 
inferior mesenteric artery, and was not associated with an increase in aneurysm sac size, 
and so was managed conservatively. CDU scan demonstrates the same endoleak. 

Meier et al. (2001), suggested that spectral Doppler waveform (SDW) patterns can 
differentiate endoleaks that spontaneously seal from those that persist. They suggested that 
bidirectional to-from waveforms in endoleaks type 2 may precede occlusion, while 
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waveforms that remain biphasic with characteristics similar to normal peripheral arterial 
flow appear to predict persistent endoleaks. The findings of Beeman et al. (2010) contradict 
their results. Bidirectional to-from waveforms could be predictive of AAA sac enlargement 
due to the following mechanism: if an endoleak can connect a higher pressure inflow source 
(lumbar or IMA) with an outflow vessel such as another nearby lower pressure lumbar 
vessel we would see biphasic SDWs much as normal peripheral arteries. However, if the 
lumbar or IMA has only an inflow source into the AAA sac and no nearby lumbar or other 
feeding vessel, the SDW would reveal the to-and-from SDW. The to-and-from SDW reflects 
the lack of an outflow source vessel and thus increases the diastolic pressure in the AAA sac; 
the net effect is to increase the mean pressure in the AAA sac. The presence of multiple type 
2 endoleaks and bidirectional SDW may be the strongest predictive factors of increased sac 
diameter (Beeman et al., 2010). A to-from signal was associated with spontaneous sealing 
and a mono-biphasic waveform was associated with endoleak persistence (Parent et al., 
2002). 

4. Imaging protocol 

The CDU is performed according to a protocol, which included the evaluation of the flow 

through the endograft, the perigraft flow, the renal and the iliac arterial flow, the maximum 

diameter of the aneurysm, and the presence of branch vessel flow. Because of the anatomy 

of the aneurysm stent-graft repair and the location of the endoleaks, we feel that several 

important aspects are essential to a complete examination of the aneurysm sac with duplex 

scan imaging. On the basis of the study of Sato et al., the following 4 criteria were developed 

to determine whether an adequate study had been performed to evaluate endoleaks: 

1. A satisfactory B-mode image of the AAA sac and the stent-graft. 
2. The satisfactory use of color Doppler (CD) scan imaging without an excessive overgain 

or undergain. 
3. A CD scan assessment of the entire AAA sac outside the graft in both the transverse 

and the longitudinal views to screen for endoleaks. 
The use of spectral Doppler scan waveform analysis outside the graft and within the AAA 

sac to confirm or reject potential endoleaks suggested with CD scan assessment. 

All studies should be performed on a high resolution duplex ultrasound scan system with 

color-flow capability with technologists who are cognizant of the stent-graft structure, 

implantation site (aortobiiliac grafts, aortouniiliac graft with femorofemoral bypass 

grafting), and potential sites for endoleaks (Fig. 5). Low frequency (range, 2.25 to 5 MHz), 

curved array, phased array or mechanical sector, and pulsed Doppler scan transducers are 

used. Patients are studied after an overnight fast in the supine position. The graft, proximal 

and distal stents, and the abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) sac are imaged in B-mode, and 

size measurements of the AA sac are performed. The CD scan is added, and the settings are 

optimized to avoid excessive overgain (ie, color artifact that completely fills the entire color 

box) or undergain (ie, absence of color flow within the aortic graft). The color box size is 

adjusted to completely encompass the AAA sac but not made so large as to encourage 

artifact. The entire AAA sac outside the graft is assessed systematically by CD scan imaging 

in both sagittal and transverse views. Perigraft leaks are suspected with reproducible, 

pulsatile, CD scan flow images outside the graft and within the AAA sac. The focus is 
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directed at the following potential leak sites: the superior and inferior stent attachments; the 

anterior mid-AAA sac (inferior mesenteric artery); and the posterior mid-AAA sac (lumbar 

arteries). A power Doppler scan may be added to assist in the detection of perigraft flow. 

Because spectral Doppler scan waveform will differentiate true endoleaks from color 

artifacts, all suspected endoleaks are evaluated by spectral Doppler scan waveform analysis. 

The presence of an arterial signal confirms the presence of an endoleak. Color artifacts may 

result from low color sensitivity settings so that pulsatility of the adjacent tissue is imaged as 

color signals. For all endoleaks, location, flow direction, and extent of AAA sac involvement 

are determined. An attempt is made to identify the origin and direction of the flow in the 

inferior mesenteric artery. In cases without evidence of endoleak or inadequate CD scan 

visualization, a systematic sampling of the AAA sac should be performed with spectral 

Doppler scan waveform signals to evaluate for possible endoleaks (Sato). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Ultrasound scan imaging, main body endograft. Longitudinal view (a,b) and cross-
sectional view (c,d) with no evidence of endoleak. 

Endoleak surveillance is best performed with sensitive color-flow Doppler scale settings 
to show low-flow channels. These lower scale settings may produce color reverberation 
artifacts that obscure low-flow endoleak signals posterior to the stent-graft. Coronal views 
with the patient in a decubitus position may improve image quality in this posterior 
region. Endoleaks can be distinguished from artifacts by their reproducibility, uniform 
nature, and persistence during diastole when artifacts usually recede. Pulsed Doppler 
spectral waveform sampling of extrastent flow is used to document flow direction. Gray-
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scale images of some endoleaks are characterized by pulsatile lucencies adjacent to the 
stent-graft. Some, low-flow leaks may be seen as a small color spot at the stent wall 
during diastole. Reproducibility and persistence help differentiate these leaks from scale-
related artifacts. 
A Power Doppler (PD) instrument can be helpful when the proper angle of insonation is 

difficult to achieve with certainty, because it is insensitive to angle considerations (Fig. 6). 

PD also can be helpful in low-flow situations, but care must be taken not to overinterpret 

artifacts caused by motion of the graft wall, which is more common in endografts that are 

not fully supported throughout their length. Lastly, duplex or PD can aid in the acquisition 

of a Doppler waveform for the flow within a suspected endoleak to analyze the direction of 

flow, to provide an estimate of the “resistance” of the endoleak from a nearby collateral 

vessel. In most cases, however, the latter information will not be of critical importance. All 

endoleaks related to endograft attachment sites or endograft perforations will flow from the 

attachment site toward a branch vessel and will have relatively low resistance and high 

flow. Most branch-to-branch endoleaks (ie, lumbar artery to lumbar artery), will have “to 

and from” waveforms. Nevertheless, any endoleak should be taken seriously no matter 

what the Doppler information suggests regarding its flow characteristics. 

The keys to optimizing the yield of duplex ultrasonography are: have the patient prepared 

properly for an abdominal study; employ an experienced technologist educated about 

endovascular grafts, endoleaks, etc; have a physician who knows the specific endograft 

configuration in the room at the time of the study or available nearby; and, if possible, use 

contrast enhancement. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Cross-sectional duplex ultrasound scan image of aortic bifurcated stent-graft with no 
evidence of endoleak with power-doppler imaging. 

5. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound 

A number of studies have indicated that CDU may be used for EVAR (Wolf et al., 2000; 
Manning et al., 2009). Non-contrast enhanced ultrasound correlates with CT angiography in 
determining change in AAA size over time, but has low sensitivity and positive predictive 
value in endoleak detection compared with conventional CT angiography (Manning et al., 
2009; Elkouri et al., 2004; Raman et al., 2003). CEUS may be an alternative to CT 
angiography in the follow-up of patients after EVAR. As ultrasound reduces exposure to the 
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biologic hazards associated with lifelong annual CT angiography, including cumulative 
radiation dose and nephrotoxic contrast agent load, CEUS might be considered as a 
substitute for CT angiography in the surveillance of patients after EVAR (Ten Bosch et al., 
2010). CEUS utilizes a non-nephrotoxic contrast agent offering safer post-EVAR 
surveillance. However, to replace the current gold-standard for endoleak detection, any 
alternative imaging modality must accurately identify endoleaks with high sensitivity and 
specificity. In this technique, harmonic imaging is used rather than conventional grayscale. 
Since the ultrasound beam entrains the microbubbles to resonate at a certain frequency, 
imaging at that harmonic frequency results in dramatic improvements in blood flow 
imaging. What is sacrificed is grayscale quality; harmonic imaging loses grayscale quality as 
blood pool imaging is improved. Therefore the ability to evaluate blood flow is improved 
while the imaging of the endograft and aneurysm sac is degraded. For endoleaks, the 
advantage is a shortened examination with more certainty as to the presence or absence of 
perigraft blood flow. The combination of conventional CDU with contras-enhanced imaging 
when appropriate may ultimately prove to be the new standard in aortic endograft 
surveillance. 
In this year, Mirza et al. (2010), have published a systematic review and bivariate meta-

analysis about duplex ultrasound and CEUS versus computed tomography for the detection 

of endoleaks after EVAR. Twenty-one studies provided sufficient data for inclusion in the 

meta-analysis about unenhanced ultrasound. Overall, unenhanced duplex ultrasound was 

compared to the gold-standard of contrast-enhanced CT in 2601 patients. From the bivariate 

analysis, the pooled sensitivity was 0.77 and pooled specificity was 0.94. The summary ROC 

curve plotted using fixed-effects meta-analysis had an area under the curve of 0.91. 

Whatever, seven studies about enhanced ultrasound (285 patients), provided sufficient data 

for inclusion in this analysis. From the bivariate meta-analysis, the pooled sensitivity was 

0.98. The pooled specificity was 0.88. The summary ROC curve plotted using fixed-effects 

meta-analysis had an area under the curve of 0.96. 

There might be a relationship between blood flow characteristics and CT angiography and 

duplex ultrasound leakage detectability. In fact, in all patients with a nonvisualized leakage 

with CT angiography and CDU, the perigraft flow visualized at CEUS was characterized by 

very slow flow dynamics, with diffuse and delayed aneurysm enhancement. The contrast 

medium did not concentrate in a confined part of the sac, but it spread into the thrombus. 

The delayed appearance of the leak, its spreading throughout the sac, and its very slow flow 

could be the key factors in the explanation for the undetectability of endoleaks with CT 

angiography. It would be interesting to investigate whether performance of CT scanning 

with longer delay (>3-4 minutes after contrast agent administration) increases CT sensitivity 

in the detection of endoleaks in patients with enlarging aneurysms and no evidence of other 

complications (Napoli et al., 2004). 

CEUS imaging is more specific than CTA in endoleak classification thanks to longer 

duration of enhancement, lack of metallic artifacts, and angio-dynamic evaluation of the 

leak during the dynamic phase (Fig. 7). CEUS advantages include minimal invasiveness, 

rapidity, good tolerability and no adverse events have been registered. On the other hand, 

CEUS imaging also has some limitations. Patient habitus (obesity) and bowel gas can 

interfere with imaging, and the patient must cooperate. The results of the ultrasound are 

operator-dependent, and obtaining quality images requires training and specific skills. 
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Furthermore, CTA provides superior information related to graft anchoring and integrity, 

aneurysm morphologic changes, or visceral vessel patency (renal arteries). 

5.1 Sonographic constrast agents 
Sonographic contrast agents enhance the capability of color duplex imaging to detect 

endoleaks (McWilliams et al., 2002; Napoli et al., 2004). Are typically microbubbles of a 

perfluorocarbon gas encapsulated within a thin lipid or human albumin shell for stability 

while circulating in the blood pool. The microbubbles have a range of diameters from 2 to 5 

microns, with a suspension of approximately 5 x 108 microbubbles per mL of fluid. The 

microbubbles slowly dissolve as the shell is metabolized, and the perfluorocarbon gas is 

eliminated through the lungs with normal respiration; a 1 mL bolus injection of the contrast 

agent will allow approximately 3 to 4 minutes of enhanced visualization and scanning time. 

At diagnostic ultrasound scan frequencies of 3 to 5 Mhz, the reflectivity of the microspheres 

is much greater than that of whole blood, increasing signal strength for imaging 100 to 1000 

times.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. CEUS demonstrating a type II endoleak. 
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An additional advantage of the contrast agent is the nonlinear behavior when insonated 

with the ultrasound scan beam; the returning signal has strong components of both the 

fundamental transmitted frequency and the second harmonic, at twice the transmitted 

frequency. This allows imaging with the technique of tissue harmonics, which further 

suppresses returning echoes from stationary structures and effectively enhances the blood 

flow signal in the image. As applied to the surveillance of stent-grafts, it is hypothesized 

that increased ultrasound scan signal will arise from wherever blood is flowing, including 

the aneurysm sac in the case of an endoleak, with suppression of the stationary echo from 

the thrombus within the sac with tissue harmonic imaging to improve the contrast between 

these two in the resulting image (Bendick et al., 2003b). Ultrasound scan contrast agents and 

tissue harmonic imaging appeared less susceptible to the presence of patient obesity or 

bowel gas. System default settings for harmonic imaging of the contrast agent may also help 

eliminate some of the operator dependence in acquiring technically adequate ultrasound 

scans. In addition, imaging with contrast may make it easier to evaluate the position of the 

proximal attachment site of the stent-graft relative to an anatomic reference point, such as 

the origin of the real arteries, because imaging of these vessels is also enhanced with the 

contras agent. 

Second generation sonographic contrast agents consist of stabilized microbubbles of sulphur 

hexafluoride gas, which is eliminated through the respiratory system, surrounded by a 

phospholipid shell. These microbubbles improve blood flow echogenicity by resonating 

with low-intensity ultrasound, which enhances backscatter and thereby increases the 

detected signal (Carrafiello et al., 2008). Bubble destruction during imaging is minimized, 

allowing real-time scanning for several minutes. No adverse events, such nephropathy, have 

been reported for ultrasound contrast agents. The clinical applicability of ultrasound 

investigation may be operator-dependent variability as well as by patient-related limitations 

such as obesity. There is the potential for hypersensitivity or an allergic reaction to the 

albumin shell of the contrast agent, which can be treated with antihistamines.  

5.2 Technique 
a. SonoVue (Bracco, Milan, Italy): A diluted sonographic contrast solution is administered 

by continuous intravenous infusion (240 mL/h) for a period of 15 minutes. Sonographic 
contras solution is obtained by mixing 5 mL SonoVue containing 8 µl sulfur 
hexafluoride microbubbles per millimeter with 55 mL saline solution. Continuous real 
time tissue harmonic imaging for endoleak detection was performed for 15 minutes 
during sonographic contrast agent infusion at a mechanical index for 0.4-0.5 at low 
acoustic power (Ten Bosch et al., 2010). According to the package insert 
recommendation of the manufacturer, in which the optimal dose for vascular 
examination was fixed at 2.4 mL, in which a lower dose (1.5 mL) appeared to be 
sufficient for endoleak detection in the majority of patients. The agent is administered 
into an antecubital vein at a dose of 1.5-2.4 mL, followed by a flush of 5mL saline 
solution.  

b. Levovist (Schering Company, Berlin, Germany): which contains 99.9% D-galactose 
and 0.1% palmitin acid, is a crystalline powder that is mixed with injectable water. In 
this suspension, the microparticles bind tiny air bubbles, enhancing the Doppler 
signal quality when injected intravenously by up to 25 dB without increasing 
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background noise. This is a clear improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (Heilberger 
et al., 1997). 

c. Optison (Mallinckrodt, Saint Louis, Missouri): a 1 mL bolus of ultrasound scan contrast 
agent is given via injection into an antecubital vein, followed by a flush of 5 mL of 
normal saline solution. The contrast agent is allowed to circulate in the blood pool for 
approximately 1 minute, and then the aortic stent-graft and aneurysm sac were again 
scanned from the level of the diaphragm to below iliac limb attachment points in 
longitudinal and cross-sectional scanning modes (Bendick et al., 2003b). 

6. Color duplex ultrasound limitations 

The major disadvantages of the CDU are related to the proper instrumentation and to 

technologist dependency. In addition, satisfactory images cannot be obtained in some 

patients because of technical inability (ie, obesity or excessive intestinal gas). A review of the 

CDU studies from multiple centers for the EnACT stent-graft trial (Sato et al., 1998), 

revealed that most of the studies were suboptimal in the evaluation for endoleaks. Although 

approximately 90% of the studies were technically possible, as indicated with satisfactory B-

mode images, complete evaluation for endoleaks as outlined in the methods described was 

obtained in only 19% of the studies. The most glaring deficiencies were the failure to assess 

the entire AAA sac with CD scan imaging and the failure to use spectral Doppler scan 

waveform analysis outside the graft but within the AAA sac to confirm suspected 

endoleaks. Errors in technical settings could be identified in some cases (ie, poor gain or 

focal zone settings). Most of the incomplete CDU studies for endoleaks appeared to be the 

result of a lack of a standardized protocol for the technologist to improve the accuracy for 

endoleak diagnosis with CDU technology. Others have shown improved sensitivity of CDU 

in identifying endoleaks when intravenous ultrasound scan contras agents are added to the 

study. 

Ultrasound examinations may carry a number of well known limitations. First, operator 

dependency might limit reproducibility of the results. It is clearly true that assessment of a 

CT scan is less operator-dependent. Unfortunately, interobserver variability for endoleak 

detection by CEUS could not be assessed because this would require repetitive sonographic 

contrast agent infusions. Second, patient habitus may interfere with ultrasound imaging, as 

patient obesity or bowel gas. CDU imaging with contrast may prove to be especially useful 

for obese patients but is not necessarily any better in most patients, especially considering 

the extra cost and more difficult technique required to use this method.  

A potential drawback of CEUS is the inability to detect kinking and migration of the stent-

graft. Plain abdominal radiography may be used for the detection of graft migration and 

structural failure. In addition, sonographic contrast agents are not available worldwide yet, 

which may limit the applicability of CEUS techniques. Interobserver variability in technical 

factors can be another important limitation in the diagnostic value of CDU imaging. 

Furthermore, ultrasound scanning measurements have been noted to underestimate the true 

size of the AAA when compared with CT. Nevertheless, there is a good correlation between 

CDU and CT in determining aneurysm size changes over time. 

Even if the technologists are very experienced, the use of relatively older equipment and 

short scan times may be the main culprit in an inadequate correlation between CDU and CT 
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in the detection of endoleaks. Most large hospital laboratories have not uniformly upgraded 

to newer equipment. Therefore, it is essential that clinical decisions based on CDU be 

undertaken only after a review of local results indicates equivalent or superior results with 

this modality when compared to CT scanning. Congested waiting lists for vascular studies 

and an inability to attract enough trained technologists have limited the ability of hospital 

laboratories to devote longer time periods to each study. The lack of additional diagnostic 

utilities of CDU over CT scanning under these conditions has led to abandon CDU as a 

routine test for EVAR surveillance. Based on literature, conditions in which ultrasound 

imaging alone can be proposed for EVAR follow-up can be listed as follows (Long et al., 

2005).: 

 High quality of technical conditions of ultrasound imaging: such examination requires 
at least from medium- to high-end ultrasound scanner. 

 High quality of medical conditions of ultrasound imaging: it must be performed by a 
trained senior operator really involved in AAA follow up and having an accurate 
knowledge of AAA endovascular treatment. Precise data concerning preoperative 
AAA diameter, nature of stent-graft, operative report, and events before discharge 
and during follow-up, such as complementary procedures, must be clearly 
communicated. 

 Previous ultrasound imaging evaluation: evaluation of ultrasound performance for 
AAA diameter measurement and endoleak detection (especially type I) compared with 
CT remains essential in each ultrasound laboratory. A common protocol for 
measurements of AAA diameter with ultrasound and CT is highly recommended. 

 Selection of patients: patients must be good candidates for ultrasounds. Poor 
echogenicity may represent a transient or definitive contraindication for ultrasound 
follow-up; it should be determined by the operator himself; a score of ultrasound image 
quality as proposed by Sato could be established. 

 Absence of type I endoleak: a type I endoleak at discharge or during follow-up is a 
definitive contraindication for ultrasound follow-up, until the real utility is proven for 
ultrasound performance; 

 Retraction of AAA: a clear decrease in AAA diameter diagnosed with ultrasound or 
unenhanced CT studies allows for ultrasound alone follow-up until suspicion of 
regrowth. 

7. Conclusions 

The use of endovascular techniques to repair AAAs has gained wide acceptance in the 

surgical community. Disadvantages of endovascular repair include late complications and 

the need for long-term surveillance to monitor possible sequelae, such as endoleaks, 

migration, aneurismal dilatation, or possible graft thrombosis. The optimal follow-up of 

patients after EVAR is still unknown and the repeated exposure to radiation, inconvenience 

for patients, and cost involved are important. The modality for long-term follow-up has 

been debated and there is a need for accurate, cost-effective means of postoperative 

surveillance. 

Ultrasound offers the advantages of low cost and lack of radiation exposure. High-quality 

ultrasound reliably excludes endoleaks in patients after stent-grafting of AAA. Although 
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duplex ultrasound is often used to augment CT scanning in post-EVAR follow-up, evidence 

suggest it is unsuitable for sole use in endoleak detection after EVAR. As ultrasound 

precludes the risks of contrast-induced nephropathy and ionizing radiation load, CEUS 

might be considered as a substitute to CT angiography as the primary imaging modality in 

the surveillance of patients after EVAR, provided those patients are suitable for 

abdominal/pelvic ultrasound and highly trained ultrasound operators are available. CEUS 

offers promise as a safe and sensitive modality for endoleak detection, potentially obviating 

the need for patient exposure to high radiation doses and nephrotoxic agents in recurrent 

CT imaging. Combining CDU scan with a noncontrast CT and abdominal x-ray is a useful 

strategy in patients who cannot have radio-contrast. Using both test permits assessment 

about endoleaks along with aneurysm size, seal zone, and possible graft migration. CEUS 

imaging is a fast, noninvasive, reliable, and valid alternative to multislice CTA for endoleak 

detection in endovascular aortic stent-graft patients, and is superior to unenhanced 

ultrasound imaging.  
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